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Flora tables & the natural trend that warms the soul
In addition to telling stories and conveying emotions, DAM’s creations are
based on the use of natural and environmentally friendly materials that
transport nature into your environments.
With the beautiful combination and contrast of cork and wood, the FLORA
coffee tables stand out and can be integrated into any given space,
creating a fresh and modern look. The base of the FLORA coffee tables
is produced in 100% natural agglomerated black cork, making us feel the
texture and color of the land.
Allow yourself to be inspired and warm your soul with FLORA coffee tables!
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FLORA / coffee tables
Designed by: Hugo Silva and Joana Santos.
Materials: Top in oak wood veneer and base in 100% natural agglomerated
black cork. Top also available in walnut.
Finishing: Colourless aqueous coating (base) and matt varnish.
Dimensions: Wide low table: H30 x Ø65 cm / H11,8’’ x Ø25,6’’; Wide tall table:
H38 x Ø65 cm / H15’’ x Ø25,6’’; Small low table: H35 x Ø40 cm / H13,8’’ x
Ø15,7’’; Small tall table: H48 x Ø40 cm / H18,9’’ x Ø15,7’’.
Weight: Wide low table: 5,7 kg / 12,6 lbs; Wide tall table: 5,8 kg / 12,8 lbs;
Small low table: 4,3 kg / 9,5 lbs; Small tall table: 4,4 kg / 9,7 lbs.
Product’s description: FLORA is a set of coffee tables that refers to the plants
we offer to the ones we love, so there is a similarity between taking care of the
plants and taking care of the objects. These versatile tables combine natural
materials, with four sizes and eight different coloured frame nishes and work
separately or together. Feel the nature in your home and sprinkle love.
Want to know more about cork?
One of the predominant materials in DAM’s products is the agglomerated
cork, which is distinguished from the environmental point of view. This material
makes the table light and non-slip. With practically unlimited durability, the
agglomerated cork preserves all its characteristics throughout the life of the
product. In addition, it has a high performance in terms of thermal and acoustic
insulation. It is resistant to abrasion and impact and is fire retardant. Withdrawal
every nine years from the cork oak, with none cut in this process, cork is a 100%
vegetable, biodegradable and recyclable material. The cork oak is the only tree
whose bark is self-regenerating, and can be corked about 17 times over its 200
years, so cork does not represent any damage to the environment.
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